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ABSTRACT 
 

This study presents the results of electrophysical non-destructive testing of collectors welded 

joints to the body of steam generators PGV 1000M of the reactor WWER-1000. The studied 

steam generators located in the Resource Сenter of National Research Nuclear University 

MEPhI at the site of reactors construction factory "Atommash" in Volgodonsk city- Russia. 

The primary loop collector was welded to the body of steam generators PGV 1000M and the 

technical condition of welded joints was investigated by electrophysical non-destructive 

testing (EPhT). In steam generators may appear corrosion and cracks due to corrosive 

environment and effect of stresses however, EPhT can detect early stages of cracks. 

 

The study highlights the theoretical part of electrophysical diagnostics and control method, 

using modern mathematical signals analysis, and issues related to the practical 

implementation of EPhT in the factory. The novel alternative method of non-destructive 

testing can be used in diagnostic oil and gas pipelines, elements of complex technical 

structures and industrial equipment. It can be used in many industries where it is necessary to 

process control of the entire structure or its individual parts under operating conditions. 

 

Based on control results, potentiograms were constructed for various structural levels of the 

diagnostic signal. The results of controlled welded joints in steam generators showed their 

satisfactory condition. 
 

KEYWORDS: Scanning contact potentiometry, nondestructive testing, welded joints, Chromium-Nickel-

titanium stainless Steel. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Metal surface structure is extremely associated with electron behavior which is mainly depending on 

electron work function. Residual or applied stresses and defects lead to non-uniform distribution of 

surface Volta potential or electron work function [1, 2]. Electron work function in solid state physics is 

defined as the difference in potential energy of an electron between the vacuum level and the Fermi level 

[3]. Contact potential difference was first introduced by Kelvin in 1898 [4]. Kelvin probe instrument is 

widely used to determine electron work function of metals and alloys surface, thus determine metal 

defects [5]. However, the main drawback of Kelvin probe is the inability of scanning tip to accurately 

trace the surface topography, which led to considerably unreliable results [6]. 

The intimate contact between scanning sensor and the sample surface play a vital role since the diagnostic 

signal is a result of low frequency waves of mechanical stresses emitted by defects in welded joint. These 

mechanical waves are spontaneously generated by a rapid release of energy within a material due to 

changes in defect’s local stress and strain fields in metals. Therefore these waves can cause surface 

motion. These surface disturbances contain valuable information about location and characteristics of the 

defect [7, 8]. On this basis scanning contact potentiometry (SCP) had been developed. SCP is considered 

a reliable nondestructive testing method [9, 10] where the relationship between deformational activity of 

the surface and electric properties of materials had studied thoroughly by Surin et al [11] they found out 

that growth of deformation subsequently lead to increase the number of spot of contact between sensor 

and the sample surface, therefore as result the amplitude of diagnostic signal considerably raised.

Application of nondestructive testing that can locate defects and their size is very important in nuclear 

power plant, since safe operation of nuclear power plants and their essential components, such as steam 

generators, is considered extreme priority task. Radiographic and ultrasonic are the most common two 

methods used in investigation steam generators. The advantage of radiography is that it provides a

permanent visual record of the pattern of the degradation. The main disadvantage is that it is relatively 

insensitive to tight cracks [12]. On the other hand ultrasonic testing is used to find internal defects within 

weld or in metals being tested, though it has primary drawbacks limitation to materials above 6 mm thick 

and it is very dependent on skill of the operator [13]. SCP had overcome these drawbacks since it does not 

have thickness limitation and have high sensitivity. Moreover it can detect the early stage formation and 

growth of embryonic fatigue cracks in metals [14]. The aim of the present study is to assess the technical 

condition of steam generator welded joints in Atommash reactors factory in Volgodonsk city by 

electrophysical nondestructive testing (method of scanning contact potentiometry).

2. EXPERIMENT AND THEORY:

2.1. Scanning contact potentiometry (SCP)

The electrophysical method of nondestructive testing (SCP) is based on the principle of measuring the 

electrical potentials on the surface of the studied sample. If two metals A and B are brought into contact, 

there will be a potential difference, which is called the electric potential difference (Volt potential 

difference) [4]. Taking into account that real contact area between two metals is directly proportional to 

the load [15, 16]. Therefore increasing load, lead to growth of the real contact area due to an increase in 

the number of contact spots with a slight increase in their size, which affects the magnitude and sign of 

the electric potential difference. Figure 1 clarifies the contact potentiometry principle.
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Figure 1.Signal measurement in electrophysical method: 1 –studied sample; 2-defect 3-sensor or 
transducer; 4-Measuring device (multimeter); 5- computer.

The waves of mechanical stresses in studied sample (1) caused by the defect (2) can cause surface motion 

which is converted into the electric potential difference by sensor (3). The electrical signals are amplified 

and measured by the multimeter(4), and transmitted to the computer (5).

Under load, waves of elastic and plastic deformation change the surface relief (waviness and roughness) 

which affects the electric double layer, the local electron density and the distribution of the electric 

potential on the surface. Due to the low energy of the generated mechanical waves, the signal has small 

amplitude and is shielded by the noise. In order to reduce the influence of noise component, signal 

processing program is used (figure 2). The figure shows the effect of increasing sample loading stages 

applied, on signal. Each increase in load leads to an increase in its amplitude.

Figure 2.(1) Processing of the detected signal obtained by uniaxial tension of aluminum sample
using a wavelet filter. (2) Noise component of the signal.(3)The signal without noise is shifted down 
from the noise axis by one unit. (4) Sample loading diagram.
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Electrical signal is characterized by spectral density, amplitude, time and amplitude-time distribution, as 

well as the average value and dispersion in a given time interval. These signal parameters are associated 

with their generating physical processes and convey information about studied object.

2.2. Preparation of the stream generator pipe surface for conducting measurements

Before carrying out EPhT measurements, the surface of welded joints of the steam generator and the 

controlled area were prepared in accordance with the requirements of Russian standard GOST 14782-86.

A layer of preservative grease was mechanically removed from the surface and then traces of rust were 

removed. After that, the surface was degreased using solvent №646 and wiped off. The cleaned surface 

was polished using sandpaper of different grits. Before each measurement, the sensor and the studied area 

were wiped with acetone moistened cotton.

Prior to the actual measurements, surface inspection of connected joint was carried out using hand lens

and roughness was measured by VOGEL digital surface roughness measuring device SN A00212003015. 

At studied area, the surface roughness Ra values ranged from 0.13 to 1.43 μm.

2.3. The electro-physical non-destructive testing of stream generator pipe

Evaluation of technical condition of welding in steam generators and detection of structural failures by 

EPhT method (scanning contact potentiometry method - SCP) was carried out in the Atommash reactors 

factory, Volgodonsk city, Russia. For carrying out measurements, a stationary sensor was placed on a

prepared external surface of the steam generator away from the collector studied area. After that, 

mechanical scanning of welded joints by a scanning sensor was performed. Collector studied area were 

divided into eight tracks and potential values were recorded along these eight tracks.  Four of them 

located to the left side of the welded joints (relative to the axis of symmetry of the welded joints) and four 

to the right. Measurements were performed by two sensors type, by points scanning using a pen sensor,

and by using roller scanning sensor (EDSS-1RD). Manual point-by-point scanning of welded joints in 

steam generators was carried out for about 5 mm step along eight measuring tracks, the distance between 

each track and the next was 1.5 mm. At each point of the welded joints, data was recorded using Agilent 

multimeter 34401A SN: MY 45040724. After scanning the entire track, procedures were repeated for the 

next track and so on up to eighth track. The average scanning speed for both sensors was about 10-20 

mm/s. Sensors material was steel 12Х18Н10Т (Chromium-Nickel-Titanium steel) used in this experiment.

3. RESULTS:

Potentiograms are constructed for different structural levels of the diagnostic signal (SLS, SLS =
|lоg|φ||where φ is function of diagnostic signal in time).

Classification of the detected structural inhomogeneities in welded joints was performed by comparing 

them with known structural inhomogeneities identified earlier on a specially prepared control welded 

joint (CWJ). For this purpose at the TEKHNOSCAN company in Volgodonsk city, Russia a special 

sample CWJ was prepared and carried out radiographic control. The CWJ sample was welded by manual 

arc welding of two austenitic steel 12Х18Н10Т plates. During welding process, welder purposely 

produced artificial discontinuities and introduced in CWJ different defects (edges offset, lack of fusion 

cutting, lack of root fusion and others).
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X-ray radiographic testing of the welded seam was carried out using equipment RAPAN M 200/100, SN 

103326 in accordance with the methodology of Russian standard PNAE G-7-017-89, and then all detected 

structural inhomogeneities by EPhT were classified according to the results of radiographic control

(figure 3). Figure 3 shows CWJ potentiogram for SLS=5.699. X-axis of the potentiogram displays the 

distance along the measuring tracks. The maximum x value corresponds to the length of weld joint. Y-axis 

indicates the track number in the measuring area. In the upper part of the figure located fragment of 

radiographic image of welding joint. In the radiographic image, obviously stand out tungsten inclusion 

defect in the form of light spot (Ca) located to the left side of the fistula defect. The depth of tungsten 

inclusion, which is determined by ultrasonic testing method, is about 10 mm. It is clearly visible burn-

Through defect and the internal stresses around tungsten inclusions (Ca).Using the obtained images of 

various defects on the potentiograms, with the corresponding values of the SLS, all defects identified in

collector weld were classified. 

Figure 3. Radiographic image of welding joint in the upper part and potentiogram at SLS =5.699 in 
the bottom.

Figure 4 shows the surface potentiogram of welded joints in steam generator for low structural levels of 

the diagnostic signal (SLS=2) with a maximum amplitude of the signal φ = 0,01 V. The upper part of the 

figure shows the spectra of time-frequency analysis (white arrows indicate the measuring tracks) and the 

change in the signal amplitude along the fifth, sixth and seventh tracks, respectively, from left to right. On 

these graphs, the amplitude in volts is plotted along the y axis, and the corresponding length of the welded 

joints in centimeters is plotted along the x axis.
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Figure 4. (a) Potentiogram ofsteam generator welding joints. (b) Three-dimensional representation 
of potentiogram. On all the graphs presented, the tracks counting starts from zero to seven.

At this structural level in figure 4(b), it is very obvious the most powerful amplitude structural 

inhomogeneities (red top peaks). In figure 4 (a), the non-fusion in the fifth track along the axis of the 

welded joint (“Нв”) is clearly visible in form of a broad band of light green color. On the potentiogram it 

can also be seen the lack of penetration along the side (“Нс”, top left) and numerous individual defects 

located randomly on the potentiogram. The results of time-frequency analysis confirm the presence of 

these micro-inhomogeneities.

More clearly, the non-fusion along the entire weld length appears on the potentiogram with SLS = 2.301 

(Fig. 5 a). The figure also shows the boundary between the fusion layers. At a higher resolution of 

SLS=2.959 (Fig.5 b), it can be seen that the non-fusion consists of separate fragments concentrated near 

the center line of the welded joints. In these zones, the effect of residual stresses leads to the formation of 

plastic deformation zones, concentrated in local volumes, which are effectively recorded by EPhT.

Figure 5. Collector welding joints potentiogram(a) SLS=2.301; (b) SLS=2.959.
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Figure 6 compares the results of using point by point sensor (Fig. 6 b) and roller sensor EDSS-1RD(Fig. 6

a) for SLS = 3.097. Manual point-by-point scanning performed with measurement step of 5 mm, allows to 

more effectively locating both single and extended defects. Defects have identical signal amplitude using 

both sensors are shown in white circle.

Figure 6. Potentiograms of manual scanning by (a) EDSS-1RD roller sensor, and (b) point-by-point 
pen sensor for SLS = 3.097.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Electro-physical non-destructive testing using contact potentiometry was carried out in reactors factory 

Atommash in Volgodonsk city. Based on control results, potentiograms were constructed for various 

structural levels of the diagnostic signal. The classification of the detected structural inhomogeneities in 

welded joints was performed by comparing them with the known structural inhomogeneities identified 

earlier on a specially prepared control welded joint. The potentiogram analysis was performed by the 

method of sequential filtering of signals. The results of studying welding joints of steam generators 

showed their satisfactory condition.
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